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Mumonkan Case One
Joshu’s Puppy

THE CASE
      Joshu Osho.    A monk asked Joshu, “Has a dog the Buddha nature or not?”    Josh
u answered, “Mu.” 

Starting from today I will talk directly about the koan that has traditionally been called
“Joshu’s Mu.”    The kind of talk I will give will be different from a true teisho.    To say
that a talk is a teisho, or that a talk is a lecture, mean two entirely different things.
When it comes to teisho, a teisho is the sort of a talk, for example, where you    would
express    the answer to a question like, “When you see this flower, how do you have k
ensho 見性 into this flower?    How did you see the true nature of this flower?”    A tei
sho would express, “This is exactly how I have kensho into this flower!”    A teisho has
to be the kind of talk where you express your experience.    When you see a flower, “U
uuut!”    immediately, you make relationship with the flower, and through that there is
no flower, and there is no you.    Being asked to give teisho about that is like being ask
ed, “Try to express that state you manifested with the flower right here!”    In that on
e moment of time, when you and the flower are in complete relationship with each oth
er the world of words has been left behind.    It is no longer teisho if you try to describ
e that experience by saying this or that.    
But, if I just speak in a teisho sort of way then most people will have no idea what is g
oing on.    And so, from a more compassionate point of view the Roshi will not limit his
talk to strict teisho sort of speaking, but instead explain things in various ways that ar
e easier for people to understand.    And the kind of talks where the teacher tries to e
xplain the meaning of    koans in various ways so that they are more easily understood
by the listeners are Zen lectures, not teishos.    
You should understand the kind of talks I am giving this week as a mix of teisho and le
cture, not a real teisho.    But be aware when you are listening to these talks that ther
e are some parts of them that are true teisho parts.    Try to understand what parts ar
e lecture, and what parts are teisho.
The compiler of the Mumonkan begins this first chapter by simply saying, “Joshu Osh
o.”      Where did Joshu    Osho come from?    Did he rain down from heaven?    Or did h
e rise up from this Great Earth like a bubbling spring?    Every single existent thing has
appeared in the same way as Joshu.    The Buddha appeared in the same way as Josh
u appears here.    If there is a personified Absolute Being, or God, that being also is m
anifest through the same process as Joshu Osho is.    This is the transmission of the
Zen Masters within the lineage of Tathagata Zen.
I have been talking about the Dharma activity yesterday, and the day before.    Of cour
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se it is the Dharma activity that has given birth to Joshu.    You have to really open up
your eyes and understand what this Joshu is.    Zen Masters have always said that it i
s the Dharma activity, in other words it is the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata
that manifest not only Joshu, but God and the Buddha too.    And not only that, but th
e Dharma activity births all existences, including the flower, and the mosquito.    It will
become very difficult for you to really catch the experience of this koan called Joshu’
s Mu if you cannot see yourself with the wisdom that knows how you are equal to Jos
hu.
And the next word in the original is “chinamini.”    And we can understand that to simp
ly mean, “At a certain time, or on a certain occasion.”    But what does that really mea
n?    A certain time, a certain occasion?
The founder of Buddhism, Shakyamuni Buddha taught his disciples that the condition
of the origin that gives birth to absolutely everything is an activity.    And in the activit
y of the condition of the origin two opposite activities called tatha-gata and tatha-aga
ta act in such a way that they are distinct from each other, facing each other, and the
n they dissolve that condition of being distinct and become totally one with each othe
r, and then they dissolve that oneness and become distinct from each other again, ov
er and over again.    That is the activity of the origin. 
As for the Dharma activity, we can say many different things about it, but one expedie
nt way, one temporary way of teaching about the Dharma activity is to describe it as
an activity of two opposing activities of expansion and contraction, tatha-gata and tat
ha-agata.    And, as I just said, it was the very founder of Buddhism, Shakyamuni Budd
ha who first described the Dharma activity in this way.    
The condition of the origin which manifests everything, which gives birth to everything
is acting will-lessly.    It only comes into being when the self we call “I am” is gone.    T
he condition of the origin is a state in which the “I am” self has not yet been born.    T
here is no one there to see the condition of the origin.    And the state of the origin its
elf is not something that sees a human being.    The teaching of Tathagata Zen describ
es the condition of the origin as something that nobody can see, and also as somethin
g that is not seeking anything, and is not rejecting anything.
But how about you?    If somebody asks you what the condition of the origin of everyt
hing is, how will you answer?      If you open up your mouth with a this or a that a Mast
er of Tathagata Zen won’t hesitate, “Pishiiittt” you will get hit.    Don’t you think it is
natural to get punched by the Zen Master if you are unquestioningly asserting that “I
am” self of yours?
That is why we are told in our tradition that one of the great teachers in the tradition
of Tathagata Zen, Rinzai, when he went to his master Obaku and asked, “What is the
essential truth of Buddhism?”    Master Obaku, without saying anything, hit him so har
d that blood and sweat spurted out of his ass.    But why was Rinzai hit?    If you are ju
st beginning your Zen studies I think it is very difficult to really understand what Rinza
i getting hit means.    
If there is something that exists like a personified God that God doesn’t say, “I wonde
r what God is?    I wonder what Buddha is?”    If God says anything, or thinks anything,
at once God is already in the human world.    God itself does not speak of good or evil,
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does not speak of beautiful or ugly.    God itself, in Buddhism we would say the dharma
kaya itself, is not capable of saying this or that.    God itself is not capable of thinking
this or that.    
The teaching of Buddhism tells us the moment you see a flower you are already manif
esting reality, the truth itself, One True Nature with that flower.    I think some of you
have received koans such as, “When you see a flower how do you manifest your “I a
m” self?”     “When you see a flower how do you make relationship with that flower?”
“When you see a flower how do you experience that flower?”    But most people when
they start practicing Zen they don’t know anything.    Actually it isn’t that they don’t k
now anything, they know something very well.    They know how to unquestioningly fixa
te their “I am” selves, and in that state of the fixated self sit there and blabber and ja
bber on and on endlessly.    When that happens in front of me I really want to be able t
o give rise to the same great kindness that Obaku showed to Rinzai, and really slam y
ou.    But unfortunately I cannot teach in the real way, because, especially in America i
f I were to start hitting in that way people would call the police on me, and I would get
in all sorts of trouble.    So these days the situation for Zen teachers has become one
in which the teachers, far more than the students, have to be Oh So patient.    The te
acher has to really grin and bear it.    
If we say that you are the subject then the flower is the object.    Zen Masters teach
about the situation of you seeing the flower, and say, that when you see a flower, alre
ady a relationship between subject and object has been made.    You are already makin
g relationship with the flower.    That is to say that immediately the activities of tatha-
gata and tatha-agata, thus-going and thus-coming are in relationship with each other,
and through that making relationship the perfect state is manifest.    This is one tempo
rary way of teaching that is used, although it is not, actually, the true story of what ha
ppens.
When you come to Tathagata Zen to learn we demand that you practice in your zazen
making relationship with subject and object.    You must practice making tatha-gata an
d tatha-agata be in relationship with each other. 
We say that when you see a flower, and not just a flower, when you see anything, ther
e is an activity that is affirming you, the self that sees.    If you did not have a partner,
if    there was not an activity    opposite to you,    affirming your activity of seeing, you
could not see.    
In Tathagata Zen the teachers are very clear, and sharp about this, and can give a mo
re concrete and deeper example.    When it comes to a man being able to do the male
activity , it is because there is the activity of woman that is receiving the male activit
y that it is possible for the man to do the male activity.    If the female activity was no
t acting, the male activity also could not act.    If there was no woman then a man coul
d practice for a billion years, and he still would not be able to completely manifest the
activity of man.    And the opposite is also true.    It is because the tatha-gata, thus-g
oing, expanding, male activity exists,    and affirms her, that the tatha-agata, thus-com
ing, female activity is capable of doing her activity.    
In Tathagata Zen we say that it seems to be impossible to manifest the wisdom that k
nows the very nature of our selves, and the very nature of our world without learning
how to perceive these fundamental opposing two activities.
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The activity of living is made possible because there is an opposite activity receiving t
hat living activity, letting that living activity into itself.    If that opposite activity did no
t exist then the activity of living could not manifest itself.    It is only because there is
an activity of dying that the living activity can manifest itself as living.    Although this
sounds difficult, this sort of difficult thing is the kind of thing Tathagata Zen teaches.
There is the activity of giving.    But the activity of giving can only be done because th
ere is an opposite position of receiving that giving, or embracing that giving.    For exa
mple, the man gives his entire self, and simultaneously the woman does the activity of
letting that giving in, of embracing that giving, of taking that giving, of receiving that gi
ving.    It is only because these two activities are occurring at the same time that this
process can happen.    Another way Buddhism explains this is to say that the activity
of being embraced, and the activity of embracing undoubtedly will occur simultaneousl
y.    The standpoint of embracing and the standpoint of being embraced appear right to
gether.    
Men and women are different from each other, but Buddhism says that these two enti
rely different beings are manifest exactly simultaneously.    It is very difficult to really
understand what this manifestation of differences simultaneously means, but Buddhis
m is the teaching that teaches this difficult thing.
As I have been telling you over and over again, it is because there is the standpoint of
receiving that the activity of giving is possible.    The receiving activity makes the givin
g activity possible.    Because there is the activity of being embraced, the activity of e
mbracing is brought into being.    
This self we call “I am” does not just appear haphazardly, or randomly.    
When plus and minus are manifest right together, simultaneously, that is the perfect c
ondition, and in Tathagata Zen we name that state of completion “zero.”
And in Tathagata Zen when we personify this manifestation of the perfect activity, thi
s manifestation of the zero activity, we call it the manifestation of true love.    It is onl
y when plus and minus both totally melt into the same activity, it is only when man an
d woman both completely melt into the same activity that the activity of zero is manif
est.    This is what I have been repeating over and over again, and over and over again.
In Zen we say it is important to listen to the same teaching again and again.    But you
should not listen with you ears.    You must listen with your belly button.    You only ha
ve one belly button, but two ears.    Because you have two ears sometimes mistakes o
ccur, but you only have a one-eared-belly button, so listen with that, and you will not
mis-hear.    
It is because the giving activity has a partner in the receiving activity that everything i
s manifest.    It is because there are these two opposing activities that everything is gi
ven birth to.    I would like you to carve this deeply into your belly button,    so it will re
main carefully placed there.    
Tathagata Zen always reminds us that the Dharma activity is an activity that has no
will.    But why has the function of consciousness that can think about things like this
been manifest from this will-less activity? 
Yesterday and the day before yesterday I spoke in some detail about the Dharma acti
vity, but I don’t think I got to the part of the story that explains why the function of c
onsciousness is manifest from the will-less activity of the Dharma.    How is the functi
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on of consciousness manifest from the will-less Dharma activity?      Most people don’
t take this as a question.    Most people don’t seem to care why the function of consc
iousness appears in the first place.    Most people simply unquestioningly acknowledge
the existence of consciousness, and from that point of view sit there and blabber and
jabber on and on endlessly.    
If you really understand the process by which the function of consciousness is manife
st, if you really understand what this condition of having consciousness is, then you wi
ll also understand that when consciousness is manifest that is never the perfect, com
plete state.    It is because you are in the imperfect state, the not- complete state tha
t you are doing the function of consciousness.    And understanding this you will also n
aturally manifest the kind of consciousness that knows that it must go on to manifest
the perfect state. 
But there is, also, the perfect functioning of consciousness.    And Buddhism names th
e perfect activity of consciousness “prajna,” perfect wisdom.    The manifestation of p
rajna is the manifestation of true love.    To practice Zen is to do the practice of manif
esting the perfect self, to do the practice of manifesting perfect wisdom.    And that is
probably why a lot of people think that it sounds impossible, it sounds like something
way too hard for us to do.
The teaching of Buddhism, however, says that everyone is already experiencing the m
anifestation of perfect knowing, the manifestation of perfect wisdom, the manifestatio
n of perfect prajna (but actually, the reason why the Roshi laughed was because you
cannot really say “perfect prajna” because prajna is always perfect, there is never im
perfect prajna), so everybody is already experiencing the manifestation of prajna.    Bu
ddhism says that the state in which you do not need to do the function of consciousn
ess, you do not need to be conscious of things, you do not need to do the activity of
knowing, is the manifestation of true love. 
Buddhism says it is not only human beings who can manifest true love, every single an
imal, every single bird, every single mosquito can also manifest true love.    And throug
h that manifestation of true love every single existence will find peace of mind, tranqui
lity, and true, unshakable, satisfaction.    And so Buddhism says there is nothing impos
sible about manifesting true love or perfect wisdom, everything is already doing it.    
True love is manifest.    And then that state of true love again breaks apart, and when
true love breaks open, again, the human world, the world of existent beings, the sentie
nt world of feeling is manifest.    The human world of feeling, the world of existent bein
gs, this sentient world is, according to Buddhism, the world that is divided into past, pr
esent, and future.
When you are manifesting true love there is neither past, present, nor future.
And another word that is often used in Buddhism is samadhi.    Samadhi is the manifes
tation of true love, samadhi is the state in which past, present, and future all are gone.
That is the condition of the origin. 
The condition of the origin is neither precious nor is it not precious, it is neither wond
erful nor not wonderful, neither valuable nor not valuable.    It is utterly pure.    But if w
e say “pure” then that purity is an objectified purity.    But the condition of the origin i
s neither an object nor a subject.    It is something that you cannot get your hands on,
something that you cannot describe.    
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The condition of the origin is the same as the manifestation of true love, and so, if yo
u want to speak about that which is most noble, or most precious it must be the cond
ition of the origin, because it is the absolute condition.    It is the condition that is one
and only, of which there are not two.    There is nothing superior to it, nothing greater
than it.
Some people say this Roshi’s Zen is teaching-sex-Zen.    People who say that are pe
ople who have sex on their minds, idiots, who don’t understand what my Zen is.    If yo
u become a real worshipper of true love that is all you need to become.    Then you wil
l be a true Zen practitioner.
The manifestation of zero, as I said, can be personified as the manifestation of true lo
ve.    And also we can personify the state of zero as the absolute lover, and name him
Vairochana, the Cosmic Buddha.    Also we call this condition the dharmakaya.    And s
o I suppose that the dharmakaya, or Vairochana, the Cosmic Buddha is equivalent to
God in other religions.    
But Buddhism is very strict in insisting that the Cosmic Buddha Vairochana, the dhar
makaya, is only something manifest in the process of the Dharma activity acting.    Th
ey are never fixated things.    
I don’t know about other religions, but before the birth of Buddhism in India there wa
s, of course, a teaching called Brahmanism in which it was believed that Brahma is a p
ersonified God who created everything.    And we can even say that Brahmanism is th
e foundation for Buddhism.    But Buddhism says that if we do acknowledge the validit
y of the existence of Brahma we must also insist that Brahma is not fixated, Brahma
simply appears within the process of the activity of the Dharma.    If you fixate Brahm
a then it is no longer Buddhist thinking.    
Who is it who can fixate a creator God like Brahma?    Who is it who can teach in this
way?    Make no mistake about it, Buddhism is very clear to say that it is only a fixate
d self who will come to think that God or Brahma is fixated.    It is only a fixated self w
ho will come to teach about God and Brahma as fixated things.
It is ten thirty, and finally the heat was starting to broil up around the Mu koan.    But
then the bell rang, and took all the wind out of my sails. 
Sanzen and teisho are not things that should be timed.    If you get tied up by time the
n you cannot do teisho or sanzen.    But I guess for you modern folks time is very imp
ortant.    You think that if you don’t tie yourselves up with time you won’t be able to b
e efficient at your work.    So I suppose that when it comes to manifesting true love y
ou feel like you have to tie yourselves up with time first.    (Roshi laughs loudly)    Plea
se laugh at your selves!    
Reality is not tied up by time, the truth is not tied up by time.    And oppositely if you r
eally catch the experience of perfect wisdom then you can use the activity of time.    
But, anyway, the wind was taken totally out of my sails, and I completely forgot    wher
e I was going in my talk.    
Joshu Osho was an osho who had completely experienced the Dharma activity, and af
ter that experience manifested himself right here together with all of us.    Having expe
rienced the dharmakaya, having experienced the Cosmic Buddha this osho appears!
But please really grasp what it means that this osho has appeared as a human being i
n the same way as all of us, right together with all of us.    But there is a difference be
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tween him and other oshos who have not totally experienced the Dharma activity.    J
oshu Osho both totally caught the experience for himself of the condition of the origin
of everything,    and also burst forth from that experience.    And now he is appearing i
n the human world with all of you.    
To truly experience the condition of the origin, to really experience samadhi, and then
burst forth from that experience has traditionally been described in Zen as, “One time
die the great death, and then be reborn.”    And in English we can use the word resurr
ection to describe this activity.    The self who appears after the perfect manifestation
of true love in Zen is called the resurrected self, the reborn self.    
But you are very different from Joshu.    You are appearing here without having experi
enced the condition of the origin.    But even so, it is a mistake to think of your self as
someone who has not experienced resurrection.    Because, according to Tathagata Ze
n everyone, in reality, is appearing here as a human being from the manifestation of tr
ue love, from the condition of the origin, and so you already have experienced resurre
ction.    You have, in reality, right now, come from the condition of the origin.    You are
resurrected right now. 
(Let’s have another ten minute break for the people who need to stretch their hurting
legs, or go to the bathroom.)
Joshu Osho could appear as much as he wanted to, but if there were no students the
n teaching could not take place.    And conversely no matter how many students appe
ar if there is not a teacher then the activity of learning cannot truly take place.    If yo
u say just that it sounds pretty good, but in Tathagata Zen we also remind you that n
o matter how many teachers there are, and no matter how many students there are, if
there isn’t a place to sit, if there isn’t a place to do learning and teaching in, then lear
ning will not take place.    It is only because we have this place to use that we can sit  
together , and study together, and do sesshin together.
And previously we were speaking about subject and object, but no matter how much s
ubject and object appear if there isn’t a dojo, if there isn’t a place of practice, if there
isn’t a college, a school, then learning will not happen.    It is because there is a place 
for subject and object to act in that they are able to become one.    The teaching of T
athagata Zen says that whenever subject and object are manifest the place for them 
to act in is manifest together with them.    That place they act in is the Dharma world. 
The Dharma world is a world that there are not two of.    The Dharma world is a one a
nd only world, a world of which there are not two.    
And it is the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata together that form that one and 
only Dharma world.    The activities of plus and minus.    
And Buddhism says that it is when plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata separa
te from each other that right in the Dharma world the three worlds of past, present, a
nd future are manifest.    There are no worlds of past, present, and future apart from t
he Dharma world.
When Joshu Osho appears he appears right in the Dharma world, and the worlds of pa
st, present, and future appear with him.    
I told you yesterday, and the day before yesterday that when tatha-gata and tatha-ag
ata separate from each other in between them the present moment aspect of time is 
manifest.    And Buddhism says that when the present moment is manifest right then p
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ast and future also manifest themselves.
But you cannot understand this koan until you clearly see into what kind of a world th
e present moment world is, as well as what kinds of worlds the worlds of past and fut
ure are.    Don’t you think that there are a lot of zazen meetings, a lot of Zen teaching
going on these days, where the teachers don’t even know the fundamental principle of
how past, present, and future appear from the origin, but they are passing around this 
Mu koan, and the students are trying to study it?    Let’s just call these “Meetings for 
Blind Zen.”    But I suppose it is better to have those meetings for blind Zen then to n
ot have them.    The reason why it is better to have the meetings for blind Zen then to
not have them is that people need entertainment.    People need to play.    If people do
n’t have opportunity to play then they get bored,    and end up having nervous breakd
owns, and life is too bitter for them.    So it is good to have these meetings for enterta
inment.
When I am speaking it really isn’t necessary to see your faces, or to see anything for 
that matter, but on the other hand we are here together in this human world so it wou
ld probably be better if I put my glasses on so I can see you.
I forgot about my glasses.    I forgot that I wanted to see your faces.    But I have to ad
mit that as I am talking sometimes I want to look at you all, and see what kind of expr
essions are on your faces.    So now my glasses are on, and I can see your faces.    No
w, with the help of these glasses, I can see your expressions; who is sleeping, and who
has that look of utter boredom on his face, like, “What is he talking about anyway?”    
So, everyone! Have you manifested the wisdom that clearly grasps the principle of ho
w the three worlds of past, present, and future are manifest right in the one Dharma 
world?    If you do manifest the wisdom that understands the principle by which past, p
resent, and future are manifest you will clearly know how stupid the way most people 
think about past and future is.    Most people understand past and future to be eternal
activities, that are un-graspable, but you will see how dumb that is.    After the birth o
f Buddhism you would think that the way of conceiving past and future to be eternal a
nd un-graspable would have disappeared.    But even some people who are studying Z
en still think that past and future extend eternally in their opposing directions.    How 
can you be studying Buddhism and thinking in that way at the same time?    Can’t you
see how stupid that is?
What is eternal?    What is eternity?    I have been speaking over the past two days abo
ut the Dharma activity.    There is nothing eternal except for the Dharma activity. The 
Dharma activity is the activity that repeats, over and over again, the manifestations of
ultimately small and ultimately large. Whether you look into the past or look into the fu
ture all that is there is the repetition of ultimately large and ultimately small.    The act
ivities of U/being, and Mu/non-being are repeating over and over again.    There is no 
other eternity but that repetition.    
When you cannot do this repetition that is when you are doing the activity of repetitio
n, without needing to know the activity of repetition.    Buddhism says that we must m
anifest the wisdom that knows this principle. 
But when you are manifesting the activity of knowing then it is important that you kno
w that the activity of repetitively, alternately manifesting ultimately large and ultimatel
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y small is eternal.    But you also must manifest the wisdom that we are in reality doin
g the activities of not needing to live anymore and not needing to die anymore over an
d over again, even if we do not know this principle. 
The Dharma activity is the repetitive, alternating, eternal manifestation of ultimately la
rge and ultimately small.    And one way to personify that activity, the way used in this
koan, is to call it Buddha nature.    Buddha nature means the activity of the Buddha, t
he activity of enlightenment.    In Sanskrit it was called Buddha-ta, Buddha activity.    
And there is a field of scholarship called Busshoron 仏性論, the theory of Buddha nat
ure.    People discussing about what Buddha nature is.    
And so here is this monk visiting Master Joshu, and they are discussing the theory of 
Buddha nature.    They are talking about the fact that ultimately large and ultimately s
mall are manifestations that repeat eternally.    In the original koan it describes the mo
nk as a so 僧, which is a pretty amorphous title, but perhaps we can say this monk ha
s become a teacher, has become an osho.    At least we can say that this monk has e
xperienced true love in the same way as Joshu has, and in the same way as all of you
have.    
And so here is Master Joshu discussing the theory of Buddha nature with this osho, t
his accomplished monk, and a puppy comes bounding along, and begins running around
them.    And the monk, seeing the puppy, at once asks Master Joshu a question about 
the puppy.    “So what about this puppy?    Is this puppy doing the Buddha activity to
o?    Is this puppy doing the activity of enlightenment or not?”    So you can see that t
he puppy caused all the trouble.    Or maybe the monk is the one who is causing the tr
ouble.    I’m sure that Master Joshu was thinking, “Why is this monk talking so much, a
nd bothering me with this trivial, worthless, yucky question?”    Joshu understood exac
tly what was going on.    He thought to himself, “This monk is unquestioningly affirming
his “I am” self, and then talking on and on about the theory of Buddha nature.    How d
isgusting!”    When I get asked questions like this I also think, “Yuck!    What a drag!”    
Joshu probably just wanted to punch this boring monk, but the monk was a guest, so 
he couldn’t hit him.    As for you, I heard that you had to pay a lot of money to partici
pate in this sesshin, and so I am in the same position.    Even though you ask really du
mb and worthless questions that make me want to hit you I cannot just say “Yuck, ge
t out of here!”    I have to give rise to the heart of compassion, and come up with som
ething to say.    Not knowing anything of the Dharma activity, and unquestioningly affir
ming your “I am”    self, and from that self centered perspective talking about this and
that self centered thing, must be fun.    But from Master’s Joshu’s perspective, and fr
om my point of view too, all I can think is, “Well, I guess there is nothing I can do abou
t being in this situation.    I must come up with some kind of answer to this boring que
stion.”    There is no way to avoid thinking that.    Joshu’s answer to this monk is comi
ng from his gigantic manifestation of the heart of Buddhist compassion.    He gives ris
e to Great Compassion in order to answer the monk.    You can see this scene very cl
early just from reading the words of this koan.    
Some of you will come to have to talk about the Mu koan too,    and that’s fine, but it i
sn’t something to give a worthless, trivial talk about! 
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So what did Joshu say?    But, really, who cares about Joshu’s answer, what about yo
u?    What if you were asked, “Is this puppy doing the Buddha activity?    Does this pup
py have the heart of a Buddha?”    How would you answer?    The most important probl
em for all of you is you.    So stand up in the position of Joshu, and contemplate in yo
ur zazen how you would answer this question.    But unfortunately when people study 
zazen they get caught up by Joshu’s answer, and end up going around all day saying, 
“Mu, mu, mu, mu, mu.”    This seems to be a popular way to study Zen in America.    M
aybe it is popular here in Europe too.    I think this is popular here too,    because I hav
e met some people who come to me saying, “I’m studying Joshu’s Mu, mu, mu.”    
And it is fine, if you want to answer this koan by saying, “Mu,” go ahead, but what stat
e are you manifesting when you say “Mu”?    You can say “Mu,” or “U,” or “Ahh,” or a
nything, but the question is, What has become of your self when you say it?    How is y
our self appearing when you say it? 
If you do not really know how to do zazen, tens of thousands of years could go by, an
d you are not really going to get your teeth into Zen practice. 
So, please chant together, “Ahhhh.”    (everyone chants).    Where were you?    When y
ou listen to music where are you?    When you see a flower where are you?    You can 
come up with countless examples like this.    
The monk asked Joshu, “The Buddha said All existent beings manifest the Buddha nat
ure, which is to say all existent beings manifest the dharmakaya.    So what about this 
puppy?    Does the puppy manifest the dharmakaya or not?”    You can see clearly this
monk had studied his Buddha nature theory plenty.    So if Joshu makes a mistake in h
is answer he might get knocked over by the monk, or the monk might at least think of 
knocking him over.    But unfortunately, although this monk has been studying a lot of 
Buddha nature theory he has not yet manifested the wisdom that clearly knows what 
the Buddha activity, the activity of an enlightened person is.    It is easy to see this, e
specially later in the story.
But, what did Joshu actually answer?    Just now when you all manifested “Dooooo” 
(Ahhhh) with me, where were you?    Were you in heaven, or were you in hell?    If you 
say, “I wasn’t in either heaven or hell,” then where were you?    It must be, in that cas
e, that your “I am” self was manifest somewhere in between heaven and hell.    So ho
w should you answer the question, “Where were you?”    If you can manifest the wisdo
m that knows that when you say “Dooooo” there is no self other than that activity of 
“Dooooo,” then how will you answer?    
You must really grasp the principle clearly that when samadhi, when true love breaks 
open then past, present, and future are manifest, and that when you say, “Dooooo” pa
st, present, and future all melt into, all become the samadhi of, that “Dooooo.”
Because Joshu so clearly understood that principle it was easy for him to answer.    It
was really easy for Joshu to answer.    All he said was, “Mmmmmm, no.    Doesn’t have
the Buddha nature.”    ‘Mu’ means ‘no.’    ‘Does not have the Buddha nature.”    It look
s like Joshu is simply understanding the monk’s question in its literal sense and answ
ering, “No, it doesn’t have the Buddha nature.”    The monk had asked Joshu, “Does t
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he puppy do the enlightened person’s activity or not?” If Joshu did not have the eye 
of wisdom that knew that the meaning of the monk’s question “Does the dog have Bu
ddha nature,” was ‘Does this puppy do the heart activity of an enlightened person.    D
oes this puppy have the heart activity of enlightenment?’    Then he would not have re
ally been Joshu.    
If you practice unquestioningly fixating your “I am” self, and it is possible to do this ev
en when you have no idea what your “I am” self is, then it is natural for you to have q
uestions along the lines of “having” or “not having.”    
You see a flower, and think, “Ahh, what a beautiful flower.    I wonder what makes this 
flower so beautiful.”    You think all sorts of things.    But it is important to remember t
hat the reason why you are thinking is because you are fixating a thinking self, and se
eing things from the point of view of the fixated self.    If when you meet a flower you 
manifest perfect true love with that flower then it isn’t necessary to think about havin
g or not having, about good or evil, about beauty or ugliness.    There is no need to thi
nk.
Zen masters say that all of you are capable of manifesting this same wisdom, that is t
he same wisdom that Joshu manifested when he said Mu.    In other words you can ma
nifest the wisdom that clearly knows this principle of the manifestation of perfect lov
e.    
Joshu answered, “Mu.    No.    No it doesn’t.”    There is no need to think of this situati
on as Joshu groaning, “Muuuuu.”    He just said, “No.”    But what was he really talking 
about when he said no?    Joshu was not speaking from the perspective of the “I am”. 
Joshu is neither seeing things from the point of view of being or non-being.    This “I a
m” called Joshu has already totally disappeared within this word “mu.”    So you will c
ause all sorts of problems if you think that the “no” Joshu said, the word “mu” he sai
d is the opposite of “U, being, yes.”    You have to understand that Joshu is expressin
g the state where the “I am” self has completely vanished through saying “Mu.” 
What kind of a world did Joshu melt into?    When Joshu said “Mu” at once he was ma
nifesting the zero activity, the activity of true love, the activity of emptiness.    This a
nswer Joshu gives is an answer that is the activity of emptiness, the activity of zero, 
the activity of true love, and in this activity there is neither right nor wrong, neither g
ood nor evil, neither beauty nor ugliness.    This activity is the self that has forgotten 
everything.    In this same exact way when you see a flower you become one with the 
flower, and manifest zero.    That is not the world of words.    The “Mu” Joshu said wa
s not referring to the world of words.    Joshu is now manifesting the state where word
s have been annihilated.    
We are running out of time.    Please stand up in the place of Joshu now.    How can yo
u understand his “Mu”?    Do you understand Joshu’s Mu to mean the dharmakaya?    
Or what about God, the God of religions, or Brahma, is this what Joshu means by Mu?
But as long as you insist on tying your self up, your “I am” will not vanish.    
Tathagata Zen asserts that your true self only is manifest when your “I am” self is go
ne, so you have to find some way of making that “I am” self disappear. 
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But to get back to what I was saying.    As I was telling you before, when your “I am” s
elf disappears it is because there is a world that will receive that self completely.    Th
ere is a world for that self to melt into.    That is why the self can disappear.    If there 
was not a world to receive your self you could never, ever disappear. 
So in conclusion Buddhism teaches very simply that the world that completely will em
brace and receive the living activity, the world that will completely receive the world o
f life is the world of death.    Buddhism says that undoubtedly death will totally embrac
e life, that unfailingly life and death will become one, and zero will be manifest. What I 
am saying is that other than the manifestation of true love there is no manifestation o
f Buddha nature.    Other than the discussion of true love there is no discussion of Bu
ddhism. 
But we human beings have this awful tendency of even taking the manifestation of tru
e love as an object.    And we end up falling into corruption, and flirting with true love.  
But what about this monk?    Did he really understand Joshu’s answer of “Mu”?    Did 
he really understand what Buddha nature is?    He did not.    In the end it must be said 
that he did not understand that Joshu’s Mu meant zero.    
But I will talk about that tomorrow because we are out of time.

終
the end
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